Unit 2 Section 2 Lesson 5: Pesticide Wise
Focus Areas: Pest Control Methods - Chemical; Science, Language Arts
Focus Skills: Skimming/scanning, summarizing, drawing conclusions
Level of Involvement: AVERAGE
Dedicated
to Reducing
Pesticides

Objective
To help students understand how to select, handle, use, store and
dispose of pesticides

Essential Question
Why is it important to read pesticide labels?

Essential Understanding
Pesticides, while useful in controlling unwanted pests, pose a risk to
humans, other animals and plants. They need to be used with caution,
concern and care.

Background
A pesticide is any substance or mixture intended to prevent, repel,
reduce or destroy infestation by plant, animal or microorganic pests. The
term applies not only to insecticides, but also to herbicides, fungicides,
rodenticides, disinfectants, sanitizers, repellents, biocides, and antifouling agents among others. In the United States, anti-defoliant and plant
growth regulators are also classified as pesticides.

INTEGRATED PEST
MANAGEMENT

Most pesticides, though useful to society for their intended purpose,
pose a risk of harm to humans, pets and the natural environment.
Therefore, pesticides and their use are regulated in this country by the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Extensive testing for negative
health and economic impacts must be conducted prior to application for
EPA registration, which is required before any pesticide can be sold.
This process takes several years and costs companies millions of dollars.
Furthermore, by law, the EPA requires strict labeling of all pesticides.
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Background

(Continued)

Consumers have a responsibility to read pesticide labels carefully to
insure safety and proper use against personal injury, environmental
damage and loss, and liability prosecution. Failure to do so may result
in unintended results.

Vocabulary
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active ingredient

the major component of the pesticide that
produces the desired results

fungicide

a pesticide that controls plant diseases

herbicide

a pesticide that controls weeds and other
undesirable plants

inert ingredient

the inactive materials in the pesticide that
have no direct effect on the pest but make the
pesticide easier to handle and apply

insecticide

a pesticide that controls insects

rodenticide

a pesticide that controls rodents

Challenge

Become a pesticide professional!

Logistics

Time: 45 to 60 minutes
Group size: 2 to 30
Space: seating for group
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Materials

black/white board or chart paper
sample labels (including Overhead 7) *
labels for each participant *
Overheads 1 through 7 *
Handout 1(4 pages)
Handout 2 Pesticide Wise Checklist *
Handout 3 Analysis of a Pesticide Label *
Answer Key for Handout 3 *
Assessment for a Persuasive Piece *
overhead projector
* single copy provided

Preparations
Option #1
1. Make copies of Handouts 1 and 2 (one per participant).
2. Collect empty boxes, cans, bottles (cereal, dish detergent, rice,
soup, etc.) to use with group.
Option #2
Have participants examine boxes, bottles or cans of foodstuffs at home
to determine what information is included. Note: These should be foodstuffs, NOT pesticides.

Activity
Introduction
1. Examine the containers. Pose the following questions:
a. What information do labels provide? (List responses on
board/chart.)
b. Why should we read labels?
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Activity
Introduction (continued)
c. What is the difference between labels and labeling ? (Labels
attract attention. Labeling is required by law to inform consumers
of product ingredients, directions for use and safe disposal.) Use
Handout 1 at this time. How does this affect price? (Depending on
selection of option #1 or #2, discussion will be based on prior
knowledge or examination of actual products.)
2. Write the word PESTICIDE on the board. Using background
information, lead participants to the understanding that pesticides
include a variety of products that are potentially harmful to living
things and the environment.
3. Brainstorm what information they would expect to find on a
pesticide container; record on the board.
4. Display Overhead l and compare to the group generated list.

Involvement
1. Distribute samples of pesticide labels to either individuals or
cooperative groups.
2. Tell group that they are to become Pesticide Wise consumers.
3. Depending on time restrictions, either divide the group in fourths,
or have each person / group find all the information on their
label.
4. Using Overheads 3, 4, 5, and 6, participants seek to find relevant
information on pesticide labels. Note: If each person / group is
finding all the information, only the overhead currently under
investigation should be shown.
5. By group or as individuals participants share their findings (what,
where) orally.
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Follow Up: Discussion
1. On the board, randomly write the signal word s Danger-Poison,
Danger, Warning and Caution. Discuss the differences among
them and have students arrange them in order of toxicity.
2. Why does the EPA monitor labeling of pesticides?
3. Determine the difference among the precautionary statements:
* Hazardous to humans and domestic animals
* Environmentally hazardous
* Physically or chemically hazardous
4. Determine the difference between active and inert ingredients.
5. Discuss the consumer responsibility inferred by the statement, It
is in violation of Federal law to use this product in a manner
inconsistent with its labeling.
6. What factors should you consider when buying a pesticide?
Brainstorm; list on board. (Note: The results of this activity
should be copied and saved for the Follow Through.)

Answer Key to Follow Up
1. See #9 on Handout 1.
2. Pesticides pose potential dangers to humans, domestic animals
and the environment. These negative side effects must be made
public knowledge in order to protect public safety.
3. See #13 to #15 on Handout l.
4. See #3 on Handout 1.
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Answer Key to Follow Up

(continued)

5. Improper use of a pesticide makes the user liable to legal action
if negative consequences result. It is important to read all instructions and warnings carefully. See #16 of Handout 1.
6. Consumers should consider effectiveness, cost (based on amount
of product needed and number of applications needed), ease of
application and potential negative effects to man and his environment when selecting a pesticide.

Follow Up Homework Assignment
Emerging Level:

Using the label provided with Handout 2 (Pesticide
Wise Checklist), identify and list important pieces of
information on the label.

Mastery Level:

Using the label provided, complete Handout 3
(Analysis of a Pesticide Label). Explain to participants that in general, they should be familiar with the
entire label, but that certain parts of the label apply
to activities before, during or after use.

Follow Through
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Focus Areas:

Consumer science, cooperative learning

Focus Skills:

Comparison/contrast, evaluating information,
reaching consensus, supporting an opinion

Time:

30 minutes
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Follow Through

(continued)

1. Randomly distribute labels from different classes of pesticides
(fungicides, herbicides (weed killers) and insecticides
(insect repellents)) to individuals.
2. Group participants in triads who have labels for the same type of
product (e.g., fungicides, herbicides, insecticides).
3. Using the group-generated list (See # 6 Follow Up), have members determine which product in the group is the safest product
to use.
4. Have each group share their decision and reasons for their
choice.
Assessment
Participants compare two pesticide labels from similar products in order
to determine the best choice , and write a paragraph to defend their
selection. (analysis, evaluation, drawing conclusions, defending an opinion)

Resources
Internet Websites for Additional Information/Activities
Pesticides: Learning About Labels
http://www.ext.nodak.edu/extpubs/plantsci/pests/a1098w.htm
California Environmental Protection Agency Department of Pesticide
Regulation
http://www.cdpr.ca.gov/docs/label/prodnam.htm
University of Nebraska Lincoln Pesticide Education Resources.
Links to Pesticide Labels
http://pested.unl.edu/
Washington State University
http://pep.wsu.edu/factsheet/understanding.htm
Supplemental materials used with permission by North Dakota State University Extension Service
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Handout 1
By law, certain kinds of information must appear on a pesticide label. Pesticide applicators have the legal responsibility to read, understand and follow the label directions.
Pesticide labels will usually contain the following sections:
1. Product name
Every pesticide has a product name or a trade name. Examples of some product
names include Deep Woods Off Insect Repellent¤, Black Flag¤ Ant & Roach Killer,
Lysol¤ Brand Disinfectant Deodorizing Cleaner, Roundup¤ Herbicide, and Hi-lex¤
Bleach.
2. Type of pesticide
The label must indicate what type of pesticide the product is or what types of pests it
will control.
3. Ingredient statement
Each pesticide label must include the active and inert ingredients in the product. The
list is written to show what the active ingredients are and the amount of each ingredient listed. The ingredient statement must list the official chemical names and/or common names for the active ingredients. Inert ingredients need not be named, but the
label must show what percent of the total contents they comprise.
Check the active ingredients when comparing pesticides. Many different pesticides
will contain the same active ingredient. By purchasing pesticides according to the
common or chemical name you will be sure you are getting the right active ingredient
no matter what the trade name or formulation is. When comparing two different products with the same active ingredient, be sure to compare the amount of active ingredient in each product. Often products will contain the same active ingredient, but in different concentrations. Make comparisons based on use rates that contain the same
amount of active ingredient.
4. Net contents
The net contents statement on the front panel of the pesticide label will tell you how
much product is in the container.
5. Name and address of the manufacturer of the pesticide
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Handout 1
6. EPA registration number
The EPA registration number indicates that the pesticide has been registered by EPA
and legally may be sold or applied according to label directions. The EPA registration
is not a guarantee of safety in all situations. The EPA registration number usually has
two numbers. The first number identifies the company and the second number
identifies the product.
7. EPA establishment number
The EPA establishment number identifies the establishment or facility where the
pesticide was manufactured. The first number indicates the company and the second
the location.
8. Keep out of reach of children precaution
The keep out of reach of children warning statement is required to be on all pesticide
containers. Many accidental poisonings and personal tragedies could be prevented by
observing this precaution.
9. Signal word
The signal word indicates approximately how toxic the pesticide product is.
Products that are highly toxic must display on the label the signal words DANGERPOISON along with a skull and crossbones symbol. Products that display only the
signal word DANGER are corrosive and can cause irreversible eye damage or severe
skin injury. Products that display the signal word WARNING are moderately toxic or
can cause moderate eye or skin irritation. Products that display the signal word
CAUTION are slightly toxic or may cause slight eye or skin irritation.
10. Statement of practical treatment
The statement of practical treatment lists the first aid treatment that should be
administered to someone accidentally exposed to the pesticide.
11. Note to physicians
The note to physicians provides emergency medical personnel with poison treatment
information, antidotes, and often provides an emergency phone number to contact for
further information.
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Handout 1
12. Precautionary statements
Precautionary statements identify potential hazards and recommend ways that the
risks can be minimized or avoided. Types of precautionary statements include
Hazards to Humans and Domestic Animals, E nvironmental Hazards, and P hysical
or Chemical Hazards.
13. Hazards to humans and domestic animals
The signal word is listed, followed by statements indicating which route(s) of entry
(mouth, skin, lungs, eyes) are most likely to be harmful and must be particularly
protected against. The label will then provide specific actions that can prevent
overexposure to the pesticide. Protective clothing and equipment required to
handle or apply the pesticide will be listed under the heading Hazards to Humans
and Domestic Animals.
14. Environmental hazards
The environmental hazards section of the label warns of pesticide risks to wildlife,
birds, fish, bees or to the environment and provides practical ways to avoid harm to
organisms or the environment.
15. Physical or chemical hazards
The physical or chemical hazards section of the label will tell you of any special fire,
explosion, or chemical hazards the product may pose.
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Handout 1
16. Directions for use
The directions for use section of the pesticide label begins with the statement,
It is a violation of Federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with
its labeling.
Correct application of a pesticide product is accomplished by following the use
instructions found on the label. The use instructions will tell you the pests which the
manufacturer claims the product will control; the crop, animal or site the product is
intended to protect; when, where, how, and in what form the product should be
applied; the proper equipment to be used; the correct dosage; mixing directions;
compatibility with other often-used products; minimum time between the
application and reentry into the treated area for unprotected persons, and
possible plant injury problems.
Labels for pesticides used on food plants will often list the days-to-harvest or
preharvest interval (PHI), which is the minimum number of days between the last pesticide application and crop harvest. The pesticide is degraded during PHI so that pesticide residues, if present, will be at levels below tolerances established by EPA.
17. Storage and disposal
All pesticide labels contain general instructions for the appropriate storage and
disposal of the pesticide and its container.
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Handout 2
Name ____________________

Pesticide Wise Checklist

Date _____________________

Examine the pesticide label. Does your label:

_______

Show the product name?

_______

Show the type of pesticide?

_______

List the active and inert ingredients?

_______

Show the net contents (how much product is in the container)?

_______

List the name and address of the manufacturer of the pesticide?

_______

Display the EPA registration number?

_______

Show the EPA establishment number?

_______

Have the precaution statement Keep out of reach of children ?

_______

Show the signal word?

_______

Show the statement of practical treatment?

_______

Have the note to physicians?

_______

Show the precautionary statements?

_______

Show hazards to humans and domestic animals?

_______

List any environmental hazards?

_______

List any physical or chemical hazards?

_______

Show directions for use?

_______

Show storage and disposal instructions?
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Handout 3

Analysis of a Pesticide Label
Directions for Completion
Fold a piece of notebook paper in quarters and label as follows:
A) Before Purchasing
B) Before Preparing
C) Before Applying
D) Before Storing or Disposing
Use the sample label to complete 10 of the following 12 questions:
* Find the information on the label.
* Print the question number and information on the lines beneath the heading
(A — D) that indicates when the information applies and should be reread.
* If the information needs to be reread more than once, you may indicate its 2nd,
3rd or 4th placement by printing the question number only in the appropriate
space.
* If the information is extensive, you may summarize it.
Questions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

What should be done with surplus quantities of this product?
What safety precautions must be taken when applying?
What should be done with an empty container of the product?
What pests will this product control?
How can potential dangers to plant and animal life be minimized?
What protective equipment is needed when handling this product?
Where can this product be used?
How much of the product is needed per application?
What are the restrictions regarding use of the product?
What are the restrictions for reentering the treated area?
How is the product prepared for use?
How is the product used?

Extra Credit
1.
2.

What is the signal word for this product?
Why should the smallest amount necessary for use of this product be purchased?
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Analysis of a Pesticide Label Answer Key
Directions for Completion
Fold a piece of notebook paper in quarters and label as follows:
A) Before Purchasing
B) Before Preparing
C) Before Applying
D) Before Storing or Disposing
Use the sample label to complete 10 of the following 12 questions:
* Find the information on the label.
* Print the question number and information on the lines beneath the heading
(A — D) that indicates when it the information applies and should be reread.
* If the information needs to be reread more than once, you may indicate its 2nd,
3rd or 4th placement by printing the question number only in the appropriate
space.
* If the information is extensive, you may summarize it.
Questions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

What should be done with surplus quantities of this product? D
What safety precautions must be taken when applying? C
What should be done with an empty container of the product? D
What pests will this product control? A, B
How can potential dangers to plant and animal life be minimized? C
What protective equipment is needed when handling this product? B, C
Where can this product be used? A, C
How much of the product is needed per application? A, B
What are the restrictions regarding use of the product? A, C
What are the restrictions for reentering the treated area? C
How is the product prepared for use? B
How is the product used? C

Extra Credit
1.
2.

What is the signal word for this product? Answers will vary
Why should the smallest amount necessary for use of this product be purchased? To eliminate the need for storage and potential risk reduction
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Overhead 1

Pesticide Labels
The information on pesticide labels is carefully controlled. Labels must have certain
information on them, in certain places. This information helps people use the pesticides safely and correctly.
Refer to the sample label as you read the explanation of a pesticide label:
Name - The name of the pesticide is placed in this block on the label. A short statement of what the pesticide is for may be included here.
Ingredients - Active ingredients are those which are actually poisonous. Inert
ingredients are necessary for carrying the poison. This means that they give the pesticide the properties necessary to kill the pest. Inert ingredients may also cover or
change the smell of the pesticide. By themselves, inert ingredients are not pesticides.
PRECAUTIONARY
STATEMENTS
HAZARDS TO HUMANS
(& DOMESTIC ANIMALS)
CAUTION
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ENVIRONMENTAL
HAZARDS
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PHYSICAL OR CHEMICAL
HAZARDS
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------DIRECTIONS FOR USE
GENERAL CLASSIFICATION
It is a violation of Federal law to
use this product in a manner
inconsistent with its labeling

RE - ENTRY STATEMENT
(if applicable)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

CROP------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PRODUCT
NAME
ACTIVE INGREDIENT
INERT INGREDIENTS
TOTAL
THIS PRODUCT CONTAINS

%
%
100%
LBS OF

PER GALLON

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

CAUTION
STATEMENT OF MEDICAL TREATMENT
IF SWALLOWED ----------------------------------------------------------IF INHALED----------------------------------------------------------------IF ON SKIN-----------------------------------------------------------------IF IN EYES------------------------------------------------------------------SEE SIDE PANEL FOR ADDITIONAL PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL
STORAGE-----------------------------------------------------------DISPOSAL--------------------------------------------------------

CROP-----------------------------------------------------------

MFG BY-------------------------------------------------------------------TOWN, STATE-----------------------------------------------------------ESTABLISHMENT NUMBER------------------------------------------EPA REGISTRATION NUMBER--------------------------------------NET CONTENTS------------------------

CROP--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------CROP---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------CROP--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------CROP----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------WARRANTY STATEMENT
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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* Pesticides provide many benefits and improve the quality of life
when they are used carefully and properly. Pesticides can control,
destroy or repel pests such as weeds, insects, rodents, birds, fungi,
bacteria or other organisms that are unsightly or annoying, cause
loss or damage, or may be harmful to health. Pesticides handled in
a careless manner can endanger the health of the applicator, other
people, animals, plants, or the environment.
* The pesticide label provides valuable information about proper
handling and use of the pesticide, potential risks the pesticide may
pose, and instructions on how to minimize or avoid those risks. Every
pesticide applicator has the responsibility to read and follow the
label information so no harm will result from misuse or mishandling
of pesticides.
The pesticide label should be read at several critical times to make
sure the expected benefits are realized and harm is prevented.
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Izzy’s Words to the Wise
Before you buy a pesticide, read the pesticide label to determine:
* If the pesticide will control the pest or pests
* If the pesticide can be applied safely and legally under the
application conditions
* Where the pesticide can and cannot be applied
* Necessary application and safety equipment
* The amount of pesticide needed for the application (buy only
the amount needed)
* Relevant restrictions for use of the pesticide
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Izzy’s Words to the Wise
Before you mix the pesticide, read the label to determine:
* Protective equipment you should use
* Compatibility of the pesticide with other products or additives
* Amount of the pesticide to use
* Mixing procedure
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Izzy’s Words to the Wise
Before you apply the pesticide, read the label to determine:
* Safety measures you should follow
* Procedures to follow to minimize potential harm to people,
animals, plants or the environment
* How to apply the pesticide
* When to apply the pesticide (including the limitations about
reentering a treated area and the minimum number of days that
must elapse after the application before vegetables, fruits, or
other crops can be harvested or when people or pets can walk
on a lawn)
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Izzy’s Words to the Wise
Before you store or dispose of the pesticide or pesticide container,
read the label to determine:
* Where and how to store the pesticide
* Pesticide label information
* How to decontaminate and dispose of the pesticide container
* Where and how to dispose of surplus pesticides
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Sample Pesticide Label
EZD-Pest Insecticide and Fungicide
OF
10. STATEMENT
PRACTICAL TREATMENTXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXX NOTE TO PHYSICIAN

11.

12. PRECAUTIONARY
STATEMENTS
TO HUMANS AND
13. HAZARDS
DOMESTIC ANIMALSDANGER-XXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXX

14. ENVIRONMENTAL
HAZARDS- XXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXX

15.

PHYSICAL OR CHEMICAL
HAZARDS- XXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

SHAKE WELL
BEFORE USING

16.

1.

DIRECTIONS FOR USEXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Insecticide
and Fungicide
2.

XXXXXXXXXXXX-XXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXX-XXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXX

17.
STORAGE AND DISPOSALXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

1. Product name
2. Type of pesticide
3. Ingredients Statement
4. Net contents
5. Name and Address
6. EPA registration number
7. EPA establishment number
8. Keep out of reach of children
9. signal word

EZD-Pest

Controls Diseases
and Insects on Flowers
and Ornamentals
3. Active Ingredients
XXXXXX_______________________xx%
XXXXXXXXXX_________________x.x%
Inert Ingredients_____________xx.x%
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Keep out
of reach 8.
of children

9. DANGER

5. EDZ Company
6.
7.

XXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXX--XXXXX
EPA Reg. No. XXX-XXXX-XX
EPA Est. XXX-XX-X

XXXXXX
XXXXX
XXX

4. NET CONTENTS 1/2 GAL

10. Statement of practical treatment
11. Note to physician
12. Precautionary statements
13. Hazards to humans and domestic animals
14. Environmental hazards
15. Physical or chemical hazards
16. Directions for use
17. Storage and disposal
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Assessment for a Persuasive Piece
1. The position of the author is clearly stated in the introduction

10 pts _____

2. A minimum of 3 reasons for the author s position are stated

20 pts _____

3. Each reason is supported by relevant and accurate information

20 pts _____

4. The paper is well organized and flows naturally

10 pts _____

5. The conclusion includes a persuasive statement of the writer s
position

10 pts _____

6. The conclusion includes a to do statement for the reader

10 pts _____

7. The writing is mechanically correct

10 pts _____

8. The paper is neat and presentable

10 pts _____

Total Points

Comments:

______

